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Manage your user's life-cycle journey across  
acquisition, usage, context, engagement & churn  

to deliver personalized experiences  
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   Cross Platform Analytics 

Optimize CPI Marketing Spends  
appICE shows you the acquisition source of the uninstalled users to help you understand which CPI 
networks are delivering and thereby enabling you to shift spends to more productive networks 
thereby saving marketing money. 

l  Track Churn.  Get detailed insights on which users have churned 
and when. 

l  Predictive Churn Engagement..  Pre-built machine learning 
algorithms predict which users are likely to churn so you can run 
re-engagement campaigns and retain them. 

l  Re-market smartly.  Re-market intelligently based on past usage 
patterns. 

l  Time spent on web/app: Accurately 
determine if there is real growth in 
usage based on time spent 

l  Where & When: Know where and 
when your users are using your web/
app to determine how and when you 
should engage with them. 

l  User Count – Unique users across platforms. 

l  DAU – Users who used the web/app at least once in last 24 
hours 

l  MAU – Users who used the web/app at least once in the last 30 
days 

l  Stickiness – Percentage of frequent users 

The most comprehensive analytics across Web, Android and iOS to help you in measuring 
true success of your app-driven business. appICE provides actionable insights using AI based 
algorithms which help you in saving money and improving your engagement. 

Keep track of essential business metrics to manage a successful app 

App Stickiness 

Base Metrics that Matter 



   Contextual Edge Intelligence 

Knowing your customer helps you to engage better 

Knowledge and understanding of your consumer helps in deeply understanding their needs and 
using that to personalize their experience and goes a long way in retaining loyal customers. 
appICE uses deep machine learning algorithms to understand your consumers interests, 
behavior and real-time context. 

Know your users  

l  What permissions have they given to engage 

l  Understand their usage patterns 

l  Know how engaged they are 
 
l  Know if they usually respond to your 

campaigns 

l  Know users interests and use that to 
personalize the engagement with them. 

l  Know their usage patterns outside your 
web/ app to get a rounded understanding of 
usage. 

l  appICE automatically identifies more than 
20 interest types using its proprietary 
artificial intelligent algorithms. 

Camera	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
“Eyes”	  

Audio	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
“Ears”	  

Accelerometer	  
“Speed”	  

GPS	  	  	  	  	  
“Loca0on”	  

Gyroscope	  	  
“Movement”	  

Compass	  	  
“Direc0on”	  

Proximity	  
“Closeness”	  

Ambient	  Light	  
“Eyes”	  

Microphone	  
“Speech”	  

Barometer	  
“Al0tude”	  

Magnetometer	  
“Loca0on”	  

Gesture	  
“Touch/Feel”	  

One of they key tenets of appICE is to enable 
AI on the edge devices. A typical smartphone 
produces hundreds of MBs of data everyday.  
Our patented algorithms cull out the 
intelligence from the raw data to provide you 
the right insights on which you can build your 
engagement model for highest retention. 
 
l  Automatically predicts users who are likely 

to un-install 

l  Determine their interests 

l  Honor permissions given by users to 
protect privacy 

l  And many more ….. 
Mobile Sensors 

Sensors, Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning in appICE 



   Events, Funnels & Segmentation 

Micro-segmentation increases personalization and thereby engagement.  

Knowledge and understanding of your consumers helps in deeply understanding their needs 
and using that to personalize their experience goes a long way in creating loyal customers.  

Comprehensive Segmentation & Targeting 

The most easy to use segmentation solution for marketers to understand their reach and 
personalize the messaging to derive maximum engagement. Combine multiple attributes to define 
your target audience, know actual reach and engage. 

Events & Funnels 

l  Record Business Events with custom 
data attributes to get more granular 

l  Know if crashes are driving loss 

l  Link sequence of Events to create 
Funnels to help understand customers 
journey 

l  Know where drop-outs are happening to 
fix as inputs to product 

Device 
Attributes 

Web/App  
Attributes 

Web/App 
Usage 

Attributes 
User 

Attributes 
Location 
Attributes Time 

Events + 
Data 

Attributes 
Acquisition 

Source 
Places of 
Interest 

Network 
Attributes GeoFence  



   In-the-Moment Engagement 

Increase retention and drive higher conversions with in-the-moment marketing 

appICE prides in presenting the most easy to use and comprehensive tools which mimic 
real-world context so that you can reach the right audience at the right time and with 
the right message to drive in-the-moment and personalized engagement. 

l  WYSIWYG Editor  to create iAB compliant push or web/in-app notifications with ease 

l  Personalize using ICE-Tags 

l  DeepLink your actions  to lead the consumer directly to desired section in your app 

l  Add OS specific feature to the notifications 

Push 
Notifications 

Web/App 
Notifications 

Web/App 
Surveys 

Web/App 
Polls SMS * Email * 

Comprehensive Campaign Metrics Understand the effectiveness of your campaigns 
based on the reach and engagement. 



 
Contact us: 
 
Tarun Anand 
tarun@appice.io 
+91 98112 02137  

 

http://appice.io 
support@appice.io 
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Starter	  

•  Upto	  25k	  MAU	  

Professional	  

•  25k	  -‐	  100k	  MAU	  

Enterprise	  

•  >	  100k	  MAU	  

Pricing plans based on Monthly Active Users (MAU)  
Reduces as you GROW !! 


